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Dear readers,

This is our Corporate
Social Responsibility
(CSR) issue. At Hock
Seng Lee (HSL), we
are proud of our
contributions to
society, whether in
our core business of
construction or in our
charitable works.
For decades, HSL has annually
given funds to more than 20 nongovernmental bodies. We’re keen
supporters of social causes like
gender equality, education, public
healthcare and mobile soup kitchens.
The company has also invited those in
need to join as employees and senior
management officials have given
generously to hospices, for instance.
In Dec 2018, we launched ‘Healthy
Bodies, Happy Minds’ — a CSR
collaboration between our
Human Resources, Corporate
Communications and Sales
Departments.
All employees in our Kuching HQ were
divided into six groups of roughly 100
members each, given funds and timeoff to conduct community projects.
The outreach programme seen
us link up with Community Based
Rehabilitation Centre, Semenggoh
Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre,
among others. Our teams have also
volunteered as race marshals at
marathons and did ‘gotong-royong’
at orphanages.
When Covid hit, the Healthy Bodies
programme adapted quickly. Our
property team engaged with media
consultants to create a six-minute

HAPPENINGS
HSL also decided to create a
Community Space at its new La
Promenade Mall. Measuring about
10,000sqft, about the size of six
shoplots, the Community Space on L4
is home to six charities.
The space was custom designed and

A Coach & Athlete Speak About
Functional Fitness In Kuching

built to the charities’ requests. For
instance, Helping Hands Penan was
designed as a retail shop with storage
facilities. Bodhi Counselling was
designed with quiet rooms. Learning
Hub by Hope Place comprises small
offices with a large classroom at the
back.

A Different Art Show
Number Of Visitors and Art Sold Better
Than Artists’ Expectations

All these charities enjoy their space
totally rent-free. For their interior
design and fitting outs, we spent
about RM350,000.
“We believe having these charities
in a mall, in a public space, will gain
them significant public exposure.
Traditionally, charities are housed
in their own premises and this limits

Collectable Postcards
Featuring Local Artists
Launched
A Pack Of 10 Postcards For Just RM50

their ability to engage with the public.
“In this mall, there is much greater
exposure to the public. There are
many ways to do CSR. A company
can donate cash, professional
expertise or it can contribute in kind.
We like to believe we are doing all
three,” corporate communications
manager Jennifer Tang said.

Unveiling Shang Pot’s
Design Concept
Huo Guo’s History Inspired This
Restaurant

“Many of us in HSL come from rural
and poor backgrounds. We all
received a helping hand somewhere
along the line. We want to continue
this virtuous cycle.”
Elsewhere in this issue, we are
previewing of our next major
property event: the opening of three
showhouses on July 22, which is

Free Car Parking And
Car Charging At La
Promenade Mall
Our Facilities Are Clean And Safe
For All To Use

Sarawak Day, at Samariang Aman 3.
Our CSR issue is our proudest yet. We
hope you enjoy reading.
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hand-drawn animation to fund raise

Eggstravaganza

for Hope Place. That video raised
almost RM60,000.

Featuring Sweat Factory
Stars

Sincerely,

shinji
SHINJI

For Easter, HSL Held An Online
Colouring Contest. The Results
Are Stunning.
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DESIGN : Starting from a great plan,
ShangPot’s interior promises to be a
great dining experience.

PROPERTY

LA PROMENADE MALL

Breaking Our Silence
A Smart Home
Showhouse —
A Post-Covid Strategy

Passion Project Of
Patience And Paint

Sarawak Women for Women
Society Organises An Important
Expo

Rediscovering Sarawak’s Art, Past
& Present

A Home, An Office, An Activity
Hub, A House Built With Smarts

Giving Back To Society
In Kind
La Promenade Mall Has A
10,000-Square-Feet Community
Space

THROWBACK

The Herald Before
Living Moments
Throwback To HSL’s Original Newsletter
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HOME OFFICE : A work place within #SamariangAman3’s
new ‘smart home’ themed showhouse.
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HAPPENINGS

A Coach And Athlete Speak About
Functional Fitness In Kuching

R

4

ICHARD YU is the proprietor of Sweat Factory, which occupies a large corner unit at La Promenade Mall’s level four.
The fitness centre opened a year ago and is steadily picking up steam as an instructor guided fitness centre.

LIVING MOMENTS

What was your goal when you opened up Sweat
Factory?

Richard: Functional fitness can be as simple as

Richard: It was to show everyone that everyone can

training muscles for daily tasks with emphasis on

benefit from functional training. It doesn’t matter what

basics like good posture or it can be high-intensity

fitness level you are at, you can benefit from functional

workouts. Functional fitness centres must have

fitness work outs.

a range of workout stations for a combination

What’s the most popular request at Sweat
Factory, what are your customers’ goals?

How would you explain functional fitness?

exercises.

For beginners, where do they start?

Richard: We offer small group classes, personal

Richard: Just come over, see a class in action and

training and tailored goal setting. It depends on your

take part. We also offer free trials of our popular

needs. Some like Billy Ngiam have goals to be a top-10

‘Lite Class’ for corporate groups on weekends.

athlete, others want a fun fitness programme. Our

Contact us at +6012 890 1909 or email

fitness centre can be a place for hardcore enthusiasts

spherefitness.sport@gmail.com.

PROPRIETOR : Richard Yu is the
founder of Sweat Factory. Yu is
an engineer turned fitness buff.

or it can be a social place with health in mind.

How did your fitness journey begin?
Billy: I was overweight by the time I was in
university. Around that time, mass running
events had gain popularity. I took up running
to lose my excess weight. It’s a hobby I have
continued since.

When did you cross over to functional
fitness, which is also known as CrossFit?
Billy: I was jogging at Saradise in Kuching
one day when I came across a group of
people taking a class. They were doing
‘functional fitness’, and it looked and
sounded interesting. The class was led by
Richard Yu. I got to know them and Richard.
The main thing that caught my attention was
the type of exercises they were doing during
the class. I decided to give Richard’s class
a try. I joined, and have been with Richard’s
fitness programme ever since. Now, our
training centre is Sweat Factory.

What is the biggest influence on your
fitness.
Billy: The community that you surround

Billy Ngiam
CROSSFIT OPEN RANKING - 2nd FITTEST IN MALAYSIA
(Male Open Category)

Age: 29 | Height: 170cm | Weight: 85kg

yourself with. For me, that’s it. I have to say
the community at Sweat Factory is great.
From the first class until today, it’s the people
you train with that motivates you. We’re all
friends and we hang out in-and-outside of
the fitness centre.
It’s both coaches and other members —
There is a sense of camaraderie that is
shared. It makes working out a lot more

W

exciting and enjoyable.
ITHIN sporting circles, Billy Ngiam is a star athlete. The 29-year-old has

How does your typical day look like?

had a meteoric rise in functional fitness. Within Malaysia, Ngiam is ranked

Billy: Well, as you expect, I start my day by

second in the Male-Open category, or within the top 250 in Asia.

working out. It sets my day. I get into a more
positive headspace. It shapes my mood for

He trains at La Promenade Mall’s Sweat Factory. The following is his Q&A before the

the rest of the day. Ensuring physical fitness

recent La Promenade Fitness Weekend.

ensures mental fitness.

LM
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OPENING : Large crowds since
day one of ABSTRACT2022.

Number Of Visitors and Art Sold Better Than
Artists’ Expectations

A

BSTRACT

Two art workshops were

collaboration

days of announcement.

2022, a

between
Hoan Gallery

and senior members of
the Sarawak Artists Society

“It’s beyond our
expectations. It’s been a
successful show attracting

(SAS), has been a hit.

many art lovers,” said

The show has received

the SAS.

thousands of visitors since
opening at the ground floor
of La Promenade Mall in mid
May. Guests have included
VIPs like Deputy Tourism
Minister Datuk Sebastian
Ting, Miri Mayor Adam Yii,
school children, families and

David Chew, president of

“We gladly accepted the
mall’s invite to extend the
show until June 5, which
is after Gawai Dayak, so
that more can enjoy the
show,” added Chew, who is
a member of the Malaysia

collectors.

National Visual Arts Gallery.

Sales of the art have been

All pieces at ABSTRACT

brisk.

2022 are new and never

Within the first 10 days, over

pieces by six artists young

a dozen pieces, ranging from
RM2,000 to nearly RM10,000,
were bought.

ATTENTION : The details have to
be seen in person. Photographs
do not do the artworks justice.

8

also fully registered within
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seen before. There are 33
and old. They are Chew,
Sebastian Jong, Sheila Kho,
Joanne Lau, Michelle Liou
and Jane Ling.

TALK : Sebastian Jong
during his pouring art class
at the mall.

HAPPENINGS

ABSTRACT 2022 is one of the first and
largest art exhibits since 2019.
Hoan Gallery’s Hoan Kee Huang said
much of the show’s pieces were made
over the pandemic.
“The art community in Sarawak has
been thinking about a large-scale show
for quite some time. No one expected
the pandemic to last this long. Over that
time, artists have had lots of time to
refine their craft and paint,” Hoan said.
“It’s really been this gallery’s honour to
work with the abstract artists for this
show. The high number of sales show
pent up demand for art. For all involved,
this has been a happy occasion.”
Hoan Gallery is on L3 of the mall. It’s
opening exhibit — Rebirth: Sarawak is
Art, Past & Present — was unveiled to the
public in Jan 2022.
Hoan’s exhibit features famed mural
artist Leonard Siaw, who is featuring
his first canvas pieces at the gallery,
Batik master Stephanie Eng, Sarawakian

IN SESSION : Budding artists during
David Chew’s art workshop.

Chinese ink artist Foo Syn Choon and
others.
The ABSTRACT show will return to La

TIME : Pouring art is suitable for
beginners but the artwork itself
requires time to dry.

Promenade Mall next year, Chew has
confirmed.
For more info, visit lapromenademall.

com.my or search @lapromenademall
on Facebook and Instagram.

LM
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A Pack Of 10 Postcards
For Just RM50

H

OAN GALLERY has just
launched its first set of
postcards. Priced at RM5
each, they feature the
works of artists from the

gallery’s current and future exhibits.
Among artists on the postcards are
Leonard Siaw, Stephanie Eng, Foo Syn
Choon, Nia Latif, Micheal Chong and Lam
Siong Onn. Also featured is Magdalene Tai,
which will be part of Hoan’s next show.
“We want the public to see the works of
famous local artists that are already in
private collections,” Hoan Gallery proprietor
Hoan Kee Huang said.
“For instance, we selected Nia Latif’s
Abundance to be on a postcard because
her Abundance has already been bought.
It is in a London home now. We also
selected Stephanie
Eng’s Sate & Ketupat
because it was
painted in 1969, in
a private collection,
and rarely seen.”
Hoan also revealed
that Leonard Siaw’s
Reignite (which
depicts Stephanie
Eng) has been
purchased by a
Singapore collector.

10
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HAPPENINGS

“For art lovers, we always feel proud and
sad when artworks are sold. These
postcards are a labour of love. I hope
the public loves them,” he said.
Each postcard contains a high-res
print, artist details, name of art
piece and medium. The flip side
contains further information
like artists’ common themes
or explanations.
The postcards are also
available for sale at
Borneo Cultural
Museum’s gift
shop.

LM

COLLECT : These postcards feature artworks
that are mostly in private collections. Some
are being seen by the public for the first time.
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HAPPENINGS

MOUNTAINOUS : The
facade of the restaurant
on L2 features the
highlands of China and
Sararawak.

F&B : Food and beverage
given equal emphasis.
Shang Pot will have
great selection of drinks.

Huo Guo’s History Inspired This Restaurant

P

ARALLEL

in Parallel Design’s presentation

DESIGN’S

to the restaurant client. Their

Ivan Chang

concept was fully accepted as

and Steven

the design to be built.

Yap were
given a

By the time you read the following

challenge

excerpts, construction crews

at the early stages of setting up

would be at full-swing building

Shang Pot.

Ivan and Steven were asked to
take inspiration from the history
of Huo Guo, or ‘hot pot’, in their
designs. The restaurant’s decor

12
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this wonderful new restaurant on
had to pay homage to the increasing
popular Chinese cuisine, yet also be
modern.
The following is part of an essay contained

L2 of La Promenade Mall.
In the next edition, you’ll read
about the food.

HAPPENINGS

by Parallel Design

T

HE concept of Huo Guo is believed to
date back more than 1,000 years to
the time of the Jin Dynasty (司马晋).

Hot pot’s roots can be found in the dining
practices of Mongolian horseman who rode
across the steppe (草原) into northern China.
But China resisted Mongols. They built the
Great Wall to keep them out, which despite
the splendor did not succeed.
However, the Chinese took a little bit of the
good with the bad and incorporated the hot
pot of eating, modifying it over the years for

From the main entrance to the main dining

themselves. During the Song Dynasty (宋朝),

area internally and the private rooms, we will

hot pot moved - and morphed - and further

see lots of features mimicking the mountain,

south into China, with the most famous hot

symbolizing the geographical context of

pot variation being the Chonqing or Sichuan

Mongolia and China.

variety.
To further enhance the relation to local
Over the course of time, through the

context, the outline of Mount Santubong has

machinery of China’s diverse culture and

been used to develop the idea.

culinary methods, hot pot spread throughout
the country and transformed from a treat
enjoyed at home in winter to almost staple

Ceiling design feature of elements like valley
(山谷) and cave (山洞) with lights coming in

status, eaten all year round.

from above.

Stepping inside the restaurant, you will

Then rooms will be named Sima (司马),

be greeted by an open and clear path
symbolizing you entering a steppe.

COMFORT : Restaurant’s layout includes large tables
for gatherings and smaller tables for privacy.

Mongolia (蒙古), Chongqing (重庆),
Sichuan (四川).

LM

INSTA-WORTHY : Like all other La Promenade Mall tenants,
the ambience is given as much attention as the food.

HAPPENINGS

CLEAN : Our basement is well lit, safe and nearly spotless. It is
as well maintained as La Promenade’s signature landscaping.

Our Facilities Are Clean And Safe For All To Use

T

HERE are over 1,000 free
car parking spaces at La
Promenade Mall. These

space. To support our charity tenants,
our management decided the carparks
should be free for all.

include parking spaces
in the basement,
around the mall and
a demarcated open-

air parking zone along the KuchingSamarahan Expressway.

Electric car charging is free as HSL
Tower and La Promenade Mall are
both Green Building Index certified.
The chargers were a requirement to
obtain certifications, and we want the
chargers to truly benefit the public.

There are also free electric car chargers.
These are in front of Black Bean Coffee
& Tea, Hock King Authentic Chicken Rice
on the ground floor, and near HSL’s
office lift lobby in the basement.

Cleanliness and security are
priorities for us. Our basement
carpark is bright and airy, while
our security guards keep our
public areas safe for all.

Our parking spaces are free, as we
pride ourselves as a space for the
community. On L4, for instance,
there is a 10,000sqft charity

14
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We believe these are part
of our Corporate Social
Responsibilities.

LM

HAPPENINGS

W

E love a good colouring contest. It’s probably one of
the most exciting things we organise at Hock Seng
Lee and La Promenade Mall. The results are always

great, ever since we organised our first online colouring contest,

For Easter, HSL Held An Online Colouring
Contest. The Results Are Stunning.

#SamariangAman3, which ran for a full year from July 2020.
For Easter 2022, prizes totalled RM1,500. We will do more colouring
contests in times to come.

3rd

ADULT

3rd
megasnotvegas

2nd

Lincoln Wee

2nd

Chin Chia

Yen Fong

1st
Jayden Chong

1st

TALENT :
To our eyes, the
winning entries
in the Children
category are just
as good as the
Adult category.

CHILDREN

Sylvia Ong

16
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PROPERTY

UNIQUE : The
showhouse’s bedroom
window is specially
designed for less heat
to come through, but
still having ventilation.

LIVING : The huge TV
anchors the living room.
Most smart features
can be monitored and
controlled through the
TV hub.

A Home, An Office, An Activity Hub,
A House Built With Smarts

C

OVID has changed
society. There’re now
pre- and post-Covid

for easy monitoring. Baby

eras.

cameras will be demonstrated
too.

A house has become a home,
an office, a classroom, a gym

Lights will be activated

— it’s become an even more

according to motion sensors,

important hub, central to all

ensuring better safety for all,

our lives 24/7.

and “always on” when people
are around.

Post-pandemic, Hock Seng Lee
(HSL) understands houses need
to be flexible. A room has to be
convertible between rest and
work. Entertainment spaces
can become educational.
Utilities like WiFi must be built
in. And comfort must not come

“We’ll also put in highly useful
To do this, HSL worked with

“As with every showhouse, it is

young architects at Parallel

a collaborative effort. Parallel

Design and technology

Design and MI Plus experts

providers MIplus Smart Home.

have jointly develop this house
with us. It’s one-of-a-kind.”

at a premium.

Over the years, HSL has built
over 30 showhouses but this is

#SamariangAman3’s latest

For our latest showhouse

the most special yet.

will have automated cooling

at #SamariangAman3, HSL
has selected the theme of a
“smart home”. We’re using
technology to make spaces
flexible. We want to show
how fun and games can also
be educational. We want to
demonstrate how technology
saves us time and money.
18
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systems. Sensors placed
“We’re truly excited to unveil

strategically around the house

this showhouse. We’ve put a lot

will monitor the ambient

of thought into it. We believe

air temperature and adjust

this showhouse will wow the

aircons settings independently.

public, and change the way
we think about home,” senior

Internet enabled security

property development general

cameras will connect back

manager Tay Chiok Kee said.

to the living room’s television

pieces of technology like robot
vacuums. Over Covid, many of
us got robot vacuums. They are
so useful and saves us much
time. The latest robot vacuums

PROPERTY

have things like lidar sensors built in for really
efficient cleaning.
“Having a robot vacuum is like having a washing
machine. You get really good results and it frees
up your precious time to do more productive
things,” Tay said.
A unique feature of the smart home at
#SamariangAman3 will be a second floor “dark
room”. Built with kids in mind, the room transforms
at a touch of a button into a play space. “It’s an
imaginative space. Parents and kids will have a
ball.”
The smart home will also have a home office built
in.
MASTER : The master
room’s interior is
thoroughly modern,
fitting the high-tech
image.

All smart features, including lighting, vacuum and
aircon, are connected to smartphones. The entire
house can be monitored and controlled remotely.
HSL’s latest will open on July 22, Sarawak Day. Two

DINING : A simple colour
schedule but with
outstanding furnitures.

other showhouses, Rumah Mewah and Rumah
Ramah, will also be open.
See hsl.com.my or search @hslcn on social
media for the latest.

LM

PLAY : A ‘dark room’ for children’s imagination
to run wild. A special place to learn and spend
time together.
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Rediscovering Sarawak’s Art, Past & Present

featured in Flash, Jan 2022 Issue

H

OAN GALLERY at

Sarawak also has the late Michael

Hoan has amassed a sizeable collection

the still new La

Chong, whose art is popular in Hong

of local works. Some are new, many are

Promenade Mall

Kong.

old. The majority are invaluable.

including Chinese

“In fact, Sarawak has so many veteran

Over more than a decade, he’s

ink of Dayak culture

artists famous in many places.”

conducted hundreds of hours of

offers Sarawak art,

interviews on audio and video. He’s

and traditional Batik of Malay maidens,
as well as original textbooks from the

Hoan’s passion for the arts is undeniable.

also gotten to know descendants of

Borneo Literature Bureau, and scrolls

The 51-year-old artist has had a stellar

important artists whom have passed.

from private collectors.

career.

The gallery launched on Jan 7, 2022,

In the early 2000s, he had a meteoric

art by the late Chong Liew Syn. She’s

with an opening exhibit titled “Rebirth”

rise, from a first show at Kuching City

best known for running Sarawak’s first

featuring 40 artworks from 10 artists.

South Hall in 2000 to being invited by the

Government accredited art academy,

Agong and Queen to paint their portraits

but in her spare time, she painted

“I think Sarawak art is really, really good,”

in 2003, when he was only

hundreds of pieces — mostly, only her

said gallery co-owner, Hoan Kee Huang,

32 years old.

family members have laid eyes on. She’s

“You won’t believe the beauty of the

painted a sunset piece that moves me

himself a painter of repute.
His work, “A Farmer’s Life”, remains one

greatly. It’s beautiful.”

“Many of Sarawak’s artists gained global

of the few artworks from Sarawak to be

acclaimed in the past. There’s Stephanie

hung in the National Palace’s permanent

Hoan passionately believes Sarawak art

Eng, born in 1945, from Buntal Village,

collection.

is ripe for Rebirth.

show in Hawaii way back in 1967. Today,

“About 10 years ago, I started thinking

“I feel that we are on the cusp of better

HSBC is a collector of her work.

seriously about starting a gallery. I

times for Sarawak art. I’ve gotten to know

returned to Sarawak by then and spent

emerging artist like Nia Latif. Leonard

“There’s Lam Siong Onn, winner of the

many years getting to know veteran

Siaw’s a new talent, who’s reignited

Winsor & Newton painting competition,

artists. Artists like Lee Hock Kia and

Sarawakians’ passion, not only for the

and whose work is in Galeri Petronas and

Stephanie really gave me the yearning

arts, but made us feel proud about local

Sarawak Museum. He’s held exhibitions

to open a gallery. I wanted to showcase

culture, like his Ring Ladies at Padawan.”

in Taiwan, Sweden, Jordan and Brazil.

their art,” Hoan said.

who had the prestige of her first solo

TEACHER : St Joseph’s art teacher Lee Hock Kia (left), well known to all
artists in the community, during Hoan Gallery’s launching exhibit Rebirth.

20
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REIGNITE : The gallery features Sarawakian artists,
including Leonard Siaw’s first canvas pieces.

LA PROMENADE MALL

You know architecture can be art in the right projects. An architect
can efficiently plan out the layout, the utilities, the electrical sockets,
but in the best scenarios, the architect can also give a space, a soul.
Like in the best art pieces, you will never notice the most important
details until it’s not there.

YOUNG TALENT : A young architect
designed the entire gallery. What
is built was essentially her original
presentation.

MAY-JUNE 2022
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PANORAMA : The layout skilled fully
brought together two separate lots
into a single continous space.

3D : A view of the original layout.
Between proposal and confirmation
of concept took less than a month.

PASSAGE : The large circular
walkway creates a nice journey. The
mood inside and outside the circular
wall is remarkably different.

Hoan Gallery is a collaboration with two
other art admirers — one’s a painter
turned accountant, another’s in property
development.
“The three of us first met in Nov 2020. Hock
Seng Lee (HSL) offered us a generous space at
its new La Promenade Mall. Things moved fast.
Only two weeks later, we agreed to set up the
gallery. And a few days later, we met a young
architect HSL introduced us to. By Jan 2021,
we agreed on the architect’s design concept,”
Hoan said.

Remarkably, the concept was built virtually

“The two lots formed a square. Within the

unchanged. Hoan calls the original proposal

square, the architect designed a circular

“quite brilliant”, and although alternatives were

drywall. The knocked down portion

presented during design development, in the

connects the two lots. The remaining wall

end, version one was built.

in the middle is still the display for art
pieces on both sides. The circular drywall

The idea of the young architect, who requested

is also big enough to hang art on.

anonymity for work considerations, was to
connect two adjoining retail lots with a circular

“There’s a journey to the layout, and what

walkway. Only a ‘front’ and ‘back’ portion of

my co-owners and I really like, is that,

the wall separating the two lots were knocked

inside and outside of the circular wall

down in order to create a passage way.

feels so different. With lighting, the mood
changes. The artworks we display outside
and inside becomes a consideration. I
love that. The gallery’s design, because it
was by an architect, has both efficiency
and an artistic flair,” Hoan said.
Hoan Gallery aims to do multiple shows
a year. Rebirth is the first, next up is either
one of the artist’s solo show or a joint
exhibit called “The Masters”, which Hoan
has been working on for years.
“You know architecture can be art in
the right projects. An architect can
efficiently plan out the layout, the utilities,
the electrical sockets, but in the best
scenarios, the architect can also give a
space, a soul. Like in the best art pieces,
you will never notice the most important
details until it’s not there.”

LM

HISTORY : An antiques section of the gallery
features items not for sale. Some are loaned
from private collections.
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Artists’ Profile

LA PROMENADE MALL

翁雲光

李福嘉

Stephanie Eng

Lee Hock Kia

Born in Buntal Village, Stephanie

Lee Hock Kia’s artistic career

Eng had her first exhibition in 1965

spans generations. He is the

when she was only 20. By 1971, she

teacher of many local artists.

had shows in London and Sydney. A

Eighty-four years old today, Lee is

master of traditional batik, oil and

still painting and teaching us all.

b. 1945

b. 1937

acrylic, Eng’s pieces are prized. The
bank, HSBC, is a collector.

范繼璜

張文光

Hoan Kee Huang

Michael Chong

A fine artist with an eye for

A conceptual artist, Michael

hopeful portraits, Hoan Kee

Chong paints from an innovative

Huang’s work is humble yet

mindset. A watercolour of his in

mesmerising. Superb details in

this gallery is one of the largest

his paintings mirror his deep

in Malaysia. His artwork is a rare

introspection. A passionate artist.

sight to behold.

胡新春

张柳 仙

Foo Syn Choon

Chong Liew Syn

Foo Syn Choon’s unique

Born in China and a graduate of

depictions of Sarawak in Chinese

the Hong Kong Fine Arts School,

ink are highly sought after. A

the late Mdm Chong established

painter of indigenous customs,

the Sarawak Fine Art School in

Foo humanises sculptures and

1975 — the first certified arts

inspires mythic understanding.

institution in the state. A true

b. 1971

b. 1933 – 2012

b. 1948 – 2021

b. 1949 – 1999

pioneer, Chong’s work is now
increasingly sought after.

徐鸿卿

蓝 祥安

Chee Hong King

Lam Siong Onn

The late Chee Hong King was also

Lam Siong Onn has an acclaimed

one of the most active members of

CV. Lam’s art has been exhibited

the Kuching Art Club. His one-man

in Taiwan, Australia, Sweden,

shows were annual highlights of the

Jordan and Brazil. In 2000, his

art scene, according to The Sarawak

work “Rush Hour” was a winning

Tribune.

entry for Malaysia at the Winsor

b. 1920 – 1992

“Chinese ink style combined with Western
style is more special and attractive. I have
tried my hands on all sorts, which is better
than knowing only one.”

萧艺
Leonard Siaw
b. 1987

Leonard Siaw’s awe-inspiring
murals are tributes to Sarawak
and have driven a rebirth in
public art interests in the region.
Prior to the pandemic, Siaw had
been invited to Boston, USA, to

b. 1937

& Newton painting competition.
Lam’s work can be found at Galeri
Petronas, Sarawak Museum and
Sarawak Library.

Nia Latif
b. 1981

Nia Latif is a self-taught multidisciplinary artist. A new talent,
her art work show increasing
confidence and complexity. Nia
also does pottery and illustrations
for story books.

paint. The mural artist has just
started painting on canvases.
MAY-JUNE 2022
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OPENING :
The Bukan
Salah Kamek
expo sought to
raise awareness
on sexual
harassment
to males and
females.

Sarawak Women for Women Society Organises
An Important Expo

S

ARAWAK WOMEN FOR WOMEN SOCIETY (SWWS) launched its exhibition
“Breaking Our Silence” for the #bukansalahkamek campaign at Level 1,
La Promenade Mall from March 13 to April 16.
The exhibition lends a voice to Sarawakians sharing their lived
realities of the prevalence of sexual harassment and sexual violence
in our community. By opening our eyes and ears to other people’s
experiences, we are able to better support our survivors.
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KIDS : The event featured a lot of
personal stories of abuse.

ANYWHERE : The expo was set up
to make clear abuse can happen
anywhere, involving anyone.

CLASSROOM : Part of the exhibit
resembled a classroom. Personal
stories of abuse were written in
exercise books.

There is a taboo behind the topic of sexual

to organise Children Personal Safety workshops

harassment and violence amongst us.

in Bahasa Sarawak, English and Mandarin.

Shame hates having words around it, but

The purpose of the workshop is to empower

if we speak, harassment, rape, assault,

our little ones with the knowledge of their own

abuse and grooming to language and

bodily rights, what safe and unsafe touches

light, we can destroy it.

are and to identify their body parts. Such
outreach programmes are just one of the many

We must work towards a survivor-centric

COLLAB : Bodhi Counselling’s Sim
Chia Wei speaking to kids at the
exhibit.

COLOURING : Learning
through activities

programmes that SWWS provides.

community. Hear them. See them. Believe
them. Protect them.

For more updates on our events, please follow
us @sarawakwomen on FB, IG and Twitter or

On the last 3 Saturdays of the exhibition,

you can also visit our website at

SWWS and Bodhi Counselling collaborated

www.sarswws.org.

LM
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CHARITY :
A 10,000sqft
community
space has been
created at L4 of La
Promenade Mall
housing selected
NGOs.

Many of us from HSL come from rural
and poor backgrounds, and we too
had a helping hand in life. We wish to
continue the virtuous cycle,

Jennifer Tang
— Hock Seng Lee Human Resources Manager

La Promenade Mall Has A
10,000-Square-Feet
Community Space
by Goh Pei Pei

S

INCE

The mall’s charity lots are on

inception, La

L4, right above Mr DIY and next

Promenade

to functional fitness centre

Mall was

Sweat Factory.

planned as a
community

The NGOs we have selected

space. It

represent mental health,

was envisioned as a hub for

life-long learning, adults with

La Promenade’s residents,

special needs and gender

HSL Tower office employees

equality.

and commuters of the
busy Kuching-Samarahan

Dear readers, we hope you

Expressway.

enjoy reading about our
charity tenants and give

Special consideration was also

them all your support. Their

given to supporting charities.

volunteerism represents the

Roughly 10,000sqft was

best in our society.

earmarked for six charities —
rent-free and with renovation
provided by HSL.
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IN PERSON : Counselling rooms are designed
and built with quietness and privacy in mind.

ON THE LINE : Volunteer Sim Chia Wei during
a phone counselling session. Bodhi’s lot of
equipped with high-speed Internet for video
calls too.

QUIET : Bodhi Counselling space has many
quiet spots for discussion and reading.

From page 26

Bodhi Counselling
Bodhi Counselling is able to provide

He said the organisation can now

more sessions to individuals and

fulfil more requests from the public as

families with different needs after

the new centre is more spacious and

the setup of its own centre at the La

comes with two counselling rooms

Promenade Mall.

and an activity area.

Its programme officer Sim Chia Wei

“The new centre is more complete

said the charity organisation provides

and comfortable, which will definitely

counselling services to everyone

enhance the experience of those

regardless of their ages, races and

seeking our services. We are also able

religions.

to organise workshops and events
on a larger scale for the public in the

“We have been operating in a

future.”

decent office over the years, with
only two rooms, one for counselling

“We really appreciate the sponsorship

and another one for our telephone

from HSL, which covered almost

counselling. Thus, we have limited

everything, including rent, design,

slots for our face-to-face session,”

furniture and other amenities at the

he said.

centre.,” he said.
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INVITE : The organisation is always
looking for new volunteers and partners.

Hope Place – Learning Hub
Hope Place provides food and

it can improve the quality of their

necessities to society’s neediest

lives as well as their incomes and

since it was founded in 2013. The

future.”

IN SESSION : A Learning Hub volunteer
giving her attention to a student.

charity has always wanted to
expand its services and create a

Learning Hub will organise the

culture of lifelong learning, including

‘Techstars Startup Weekend’, June

upskilling and reskilling.

24-26, with iCube Innovation Sdn
Bhd, a Techstars community partner.

The idea of creating learning
opportunities for everyone by Hope
Place materialised when Hock Seng
Lee offered the charity a rent-free
space at La Promenade Mall in 2021.
“We named it ’Learning Hub’,
a place to create and provide

“It’s a creative and collaborative

learning opportunities for everyone,

three-day educational event, from

regardless of age. They can be a

Friday to Sunday, where participants

fresh graduate, a single parent,

will learn to pitch a startup

from the low-income group, or just

idea, create a business model,

anyone who wishes to learn new

prototyping, designing and market

skills to broaden their knowledge,”

validation,” Tay said.

said Learning Hub’s lead volunteer
Louisa Tay.

“We are targeting fresh graduates,
school leavers as well as those

“We encourage lifelong learning,

who want to experience and learn

hoping when someone develops a

more about entrepreneurship and

new skill or acquires new knowledge,

startup.”

CLASS : Hope Place has made a
beautiful and comfortable Learning
Hub with the space given by HSL.

MAY-JUNE 2022
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LARGEST : SWWS occupies the largest
CSR lot at the L4 community space.
Their lot includes storage, office,
counselling and meeting rooms.

LIGHT : A request from
SWWS was to have a
bright corner as their
counselling room.

Sarawak Women for Women Society
Sarawak Women for Women Society

“We provide support to women in distress,

which is very beautiful, convenient and more

(SWWS) has relaunched its Women’s

through its phone line and drop-in centre,

importantly – the security,” she said.

Crisis Phone Line with an updated service

and advocate to change situations which

number to support more women in

have a negative impact on the lives of

Apart from that, she said, HSL also assisted

need after moving its office to the La

women and girls.”

them in various promotions through the
company’s social media platforms.

Promenade months ago.
“As a non-governmental and non-profit
Its immediate past president Margaret

organization, we are always looking for

With the support given by HSL, she said,

Bedus said the organisation dedicated to

funds to run the office and organise more

SWWS can now focus on training more

the promotion of women’s equality and

programmes, so we are grateful that

young members and to extend their reach,

elimination of violence against women

HSL has provided us a new office for free,

including raising awareness among the rural

and children.

community.
Any women in need of support can contact
the crisis phone line at 016-5822660. It

GROUP : A recent meeting on SWWS’s future activities.

operates from 7pm to 9pm on Monday,
9.30am to 11.30am (Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday) and from 2pm to 4pm (Saturday).
La Promenade Mall has dedicated its L4,
about 10,000 sqft as its charity section,
whereby all these NGOs enjoy their premises
rent free, and had their lots fitted out by
HSL. This is part of their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) initiatives in supporting
beneficial social activities.
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Helping Hands Penan
Alice Chong, a volunteer of the Helping Hands

“All the profits would go to the Penan community,

Penan, based in Kuching, has been selling the

hence, it was quite impossible for us to rent a place

traditional hand woven handicrafts at bazaars in

until HSL offers us a space for free – which is our

different locations around the town since 2016.

current showroom at the La Promenade Mall,” she
said.

Being a volunteer who is committed to support
the Penan women and their children’s education,

“What’s more thrilling was that HSL even paid for

nothing is ‘too challenging’, however, she admitted

the renovation cost as well as lighting and some

it was a tough journey as there isn’t a fixed location

furniture. Thus, the prices of all the Penan bags and

or premises to showcase and sell the crafts.

baskets remain unchanged,” she added.

“In the past, whenever there was a bazaar, we had

Chong recalled that it was a proud and touching

to move all the baskets and bags from our home

moment when the showroom was completed and

to the venue. It was chaotic as we needed to move

filled with colourful handicrafts in different shapes

them back to our home again after the event

and designs by the Penan community.

TRY : Chong attending
to a customer. Her
shop is frequently busy
during lunch hours.

CORPORATE : Chong
speaking to a group for
a corporate sell. Helping
Hands Penan’s shop is
one of the prettiest of
the CSR lots.

ended.”

MAY-JUNE 2022
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MOVED OUT
-

SINCE May, the society has
moved out of La Promenade
Mall. The society has found a
new premises in town. Hock
Seng Lee wishes them all the
best. Their lot is be taken
over by two new charities.

WORKSHOP : On the weekends,
the society’s lot is especially
busy.

LEARNING : A society member
learning how to order and
purchase her own drinks at
the mall.

Kuching Community Based Rehabilitation
The relocation of Kuching Community

He said the new centre equipped with

places. We are happy that they enjoy

Based Rehabilitation to the La Promenade

various facilities, including easy access to

coming here,” he said.

Mall last year, has given its members a

eateries, allows its members to learn and

thoughtfully-designed centre and a more

work comfortably.

progressive environment to acquire new

Chua said the special needs members
also learnt to order their food and pay

“Another plus point about the new centre

for their meals using e-wallet such as

is that it is located in a mall, so it gives

Sarawak Pay or going cashless at La

Its President Joseph Chua said the

our (special needs) members more

Promenade Mall.

organisation provides skill training and job

opportunities to interact with the public on

opportunities for adults with intellectual

a daily basis.”

skills.

disabilities, so that they can make a living
and achieve financial independence.

(HSL) for fully sponsoring the centre,
“This really makes a difference as they are
now feeling more comfortable in public

HANDS ON : The
charity helps with skills
development of adults
with special needs.
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“We are very thankful to Hock Seng Lee
including the office furniture,” he added.

LM

THROWBACK

Throwback To HSL’s Original Newsletter

E

VERY issue of Living Moments, we end with a throwback to Hock
Seng Lee’s original newsletter. The Herald began in 1996 and
was for in-house circulation.

Edited by Sonja Gan, the then HSL corporate affairs
director, the newsletter is a treasure throve of
memories and milestones.
This edition’s #throwback is to
the third issue, published in
September 1996. These
articles bring
back sweet
memories.
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WE’RE BUILDING
YOUR FUTURE TODAY.

@hslcn

@lapromenademall
LA PROMENADE MALL

HSL HQ

HSL SALES GALLERY

Daily 9:30am - 9:30pm

Mon-Fri 8:30am - 5:30pm
Sat 8:30am - 12:30pm

Daily 10am - 5pm

+6082 502 299

+6082 385 055
+6013 836 5566

1, HSL Tower, Lorong La Promenade 2, Kuching-Samarahan Expressway, 94300 Kota Samarahan, Sarawak, Malaysia.

